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This research was an outgrowth of my experience with

the preparation of the fisocal year 1965-09 Progres Objective

Memorandum 4PUN) submission by the ElectroniSc Systems

Division IS) sf the Ale' Fore systems Cmmand LAPSC).

Durin~g that exercises theewer a wide variety of official

and unofficial #Actors that coms together to Influence the

development of SM's PON submission to HS AF0C. The

officers and Air Force, civilians that Nero experienced in

the PON process all seemed to know and understand those

4 ctors. but they were, not mentioned In the witten PON

instructions and guidance, we used. Thus. newcomers to the

progrming process were at a disadvantage, belause, they did

not know which factors tended to drive the PON development.

2 proposed this project to authoritatively describe

these P01N influencing #actors at HR APUC. both to enlighten

the PON novice, and to identify any areas where improvements

could be made in the APUC programing process.

Ur. Anthony P. D'Angelo served as my thesis advisor. I

am Indebted to him for taking on another project, In spite

of an already full schedule. His expertise In federal

financial management was essential In helping me locate

relevant source material. Lt Cal William F. Sham provided

additional expertise as my thesis reader. His experience in

past PON development exorcises helped to ensure the
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technical accuracy of tho material presented hope. This

thesil could met have boon completed without the cooperation

and assistance of Lt Cal Gordon F. Hollobaugh at He APCq. as

well as the other survoy respondents. I ale want to

ankovelodg. the indirect contribution of Dr. Charles It.

Ponneo who taught in class the meaning of professional

couhnicat ion.

ThO time spent on this project was usually found at the

exponse o my family. I sincerely appreciate my wife's dual

contribution of her editorial assistance and substantial

patience. Of those affectead however, the largest sacrifice

was made by my children, who are old enough to need my

attention, bat tNo young to understand why I wasn't always

-'-4there. Maw their time has come.

Mark Welty
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This Investigation Identifies the formal and Informal

factors that influence the annual development of the ProgrAW

Objective Memorandum (POM) at HG Air Force Systems Command

1AFUC). The PCO is a key element of the DoD Planning,

Pasgming. and Ikdgeting Sysm WPM) and in designed to

bridge the ga between fiscally unconstrained military

planning activitlee, and the #lically constrained DoD budget

mbmission. APW and other Air Force major commands

I£NACOl ) prepare PON submissions for H9 LUAP, where they

are used in the development o4 the USAP POW4.

The history .o the DoD PPM Is reviewed, along with a

discussion 04 the concept a# the PON and its role in the

-* PlPS, and a description of the AP C PON development cycle.

A survey, in the form of structured interviews, was

conducted at H@ APC among a semple of PON decision makers.

The results Indicate a number of factors that Influence the

* PON development to varying degrees. Same of these factors

arise as a result a# progrem-related developments outside o

AiFC. The Predominant factors, in torus a# their effects on

the APOC POW. are the program priorities of H8 USAF and the

NACOMs that wil11 use the weapon systems being developed by

APSCO

ix



The report calls Into quetion the practice o4

prioritilng certain programs In the APU PW sibission,

based on an apparent dpIl icatLon of4 144rt at AFOC and H

.4M
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" Within the Alr Force Systems Command CAFOC), managers

a# research and development programs are very concerned with

their respective shares of the military budget. The

spoci4ica a# the budget, am authorized and appropriated by

Congress, determine which resources go into the weapon

system development programs. Although the ultimate

determinations o# military expenditures are made by

Congress, the Department of Defense £3.3l and its military

services make formal inputs to the congressional budgeting

process through the Do Planning, Programming, and Budgeting

system (PP2S3. In AVSC and other Air Force major commands

(V1AJrCoN), the key input to the PPF2 is the Program

Objectiveo Nemorandum PON), submitted annually to 14G USAF.

Nany program managers sw the PON an an opportunity to

in#luonco their oon progras fiscal success.

APUC develops its PON after receiving inputs from the

APSC feld organizations: product divisions, laboratories,

and centers. These inputs are, fundamontally, rank-orderod

d%.V.



lists mf an organization's existing and proposed progress.

The funding proposed for theme programs to consistent with

t field orgenizations' perceptions of the relative

tIportance aMd financial requirements of the progrms. The

PaN Inputs from the field are combined at HD APOC Into a

single list, which to reviewed and eventually becomes the

APUOC PON.

The PON, In the budget programming process, is a vital

element of the PPUS, because It bridges the gap between DoD

planning and budgeting activities. Now that gop ts bridged

at APSO Is the subject of this Investigation.

Many factors influencethe development of the APSC PON,__

both at the headquarters and field organizations. For

example, a formal APOC program planning initiative called

Project Vanguard io used to identify aid- and long-term

system, needs to meet the requirements of specific mission

areas, and to convert those system needs Into program

priorities. There are informal Influencing factors an well,

such an a POW decision maker's perception a# congressional

or executive level priorities. This investigation

Identifies the specific PON Influencing factors, and

describes their Interrelationships and ultimate effects on 1

the development of the APSC PON. In so doing, It will

promote an awareness of what tends to cause success or

failure In the P0OW process.



This investigation addresses the multiple Interacting

factors that influence the programming process at HS APSC.

Althagh same f the APSC activities during the PON

formulation aro a direct result of guidance and direction

from m U WP this effort does not attempt to asoe the

validity or appropriateness of the Air Staff direction.

Rather, the topic of investigation Is liited to the

Identification of the discrete processes and pressures that

comine to form the programming process at AUC. as wel l as

the directiong guidanco and perceptions that A SC

programmers (PON participants) and decision oakers respond

to In developing the APVC POM submission.

This investigation seeks to answer teso key questions.

Pirst, whbat ore the formal and Informal factors that

Influence the PON development process at H@ AFSC More

specifically,

W-- hat direction and guidance do APUC programmers

respond to?

-- What management tools are employed by AFSC

programmers and decision nakoes to sort out the multiple

oloments that go into a PON formulation?

-- What are the external #actors that bear on the POR

formulation, such as a decision maker's perception of the

program priorities at other NAJCOqs, HS USAF, the Office of

3



the Secretary of 3@4Sso C103 Congress@ or even the White

SMsNe. what ar, the relative importance so theme #ecto r

with respect to their I4mlence an the most important

preiset s# the MW progmming prmemo, the WS; P6'

Considering theme relative impertancess hum night the

04iciency or Of4ectiveaes of this process be improved?
-.L
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Km order to Understand the Context In which the APUC

PON to doweloped, this review af4 the relevant literature

addresses three areas. First$ the history of the Dan PPOS

Is discussed* with emphasis an its relationship to research

and development ativities. econd, the concept 0# the PMN

and It* function In the PPOS Is examined. Third,, the APSC

Pon developmont cycle Is diucusmedo In terms of the major

Inputs and processes involved, as well1 as owns do ic ienc iou

which may exist In the present system.

In the late 1960m, the Bob coe under Increasing public

criticism Of its budgeting operations, becase 04 an

apparent gap between planning and operations on one hand,

and financial managemnt on the other. Leaders 04 the day

.1suggested that the Don move toward a budgeti£ng system that

corresponded more closely to a coherent strategic doctrine.

KIn 1961, Secretary 04 Defense Robert MNamara was charged by

President Kennedy to determine and provide what was needed

to safeguard the national security without arbitrary budget

limits, but to do so as economically as possible. Secretary

91c~mara got out to create a financial management control *~.-

system that would Integrate the planning, budgeting, and

accounting activities throughout the DoD (13:13-15).
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Assistant Secretary of Defense lComptroller) Charles

Mitch was "ssigned the task of creating such a system. He

Identified six weaknesses of the existing budgeting systems

I. Two Important functions, planning and budgeting#

were performed by different groups of people. Planning s

dome by military planners, and budgeting by the civilian

a, secretaries and the comptroller organizations.

2. Budget control was exercised by the Secretary of

Defene, but the planning function was largely done by the

services.

3. The, planning horizon extended four or more years

into the future, but the budget was projected only one year

&bead.

4. Military planning was mission-oriented, but

* budgeting was done In terms of budget categories: personnel,

operation* and maintenance, procurement, and construction.

There were few mechanisms for translating one into the

other.

S. While financial manager* faced the facts of fiscal

limitations, planning was fiscally unrealistic and,

therefore, of little help to budget decision makers.

6. Military requirements were stated In absolute

terms, wilth little regard for their costs, thus denying

decision makers the opportunity to compare expected benefits

and costs (13:15-17).

In 1961, Mr. Hitch designed a programming system,

Initially called the Five Year Force Structure and Financial



Program Ct OWY P). which created the 4Irst management tie

between the long pang planning done by the services and the

constraints the resources avaIlable to the DoD. This

pogrmingl concept allowed DOD budget decision makers to

see more clearly the available alternatives in terms of

their military worth in relation to thoir costs. When Mr.

Hitch resigned In 1946 he had achieved the Integration of

the planning and progremming portions of the 3o3 budgeting

process. Common term and concepts were used by both the

planning and the progrmming 4unctions of the FWdWPq which

had come to be called the Five Year Defense Progrem (PYI

Robert Anthony was appointed as the new Assistant

secretary of D4ense ICmptroller). He completed the

budgetin% loop of. the PP started by Mr. Hitch.

1peci4ically, he revised the annual budgeting and accounting

systems Of the Bob so that there would be a completed path

between the planning, progriming, budgeting, and accounting

*unctions. Mr. Anthony's changes established a means #or

translating resource costs into the PFYP, providing #or a

more comprehensive PPOS 113:21,25).

Although the Implementation of the PPSO served to

Improve budget decision making, there were still

deficiencies in the budgeting process. The most consp i cuous

of theow were the cost overruns within DoD. They indicated

that the PPUS had not been perfectedy or at least that it

was not being used correctly. There were several major

7



probem with the initial PPSOX

to Program review fer decision making was. concentrated

within tooe shert a perled.

2o The objectives af service progrm and activities

vea. met specifiled with sufficient clarity.

3. Acntual program accmplishements, to date were not

specifiled adequately.

4. Alternatives were inadequately expressed for

Consideratioen by top ..ague

De In sam ceas future costs of present decisions

had not been systemtical ly estimated.

6. Formalized planning and systems analysis, had too

little effect em budget decisions t13225-26).

When Melvin Laird beae Secretary of Defense in 1969,

he "am familiar with the criticlas and deficiencies, o the ..

P936'. me believed that these deficiencies resulted from a

lack of Invelvement by lower-level managers In the decision

making pesuess and from an unrealistic approach to

developing the military budget. Thus, he set out to revise

the P936 to reflect a more participative management concept,

and a mure realistic approach to the budget (13:20-"9).

Daed" on recommendations, from Harold Drown, then

Secretary of the Air Force, Mr. Laird In 1969 Instituted

changes, In three areas. First, fiscal constraints were

applied throughout the budget cycle. Previously, there had

been a tendency to overest imate the costs a# programs by the

services becamse of the lack a4 fiscal constraints. It was



left to 063 to reduce the estimates to realistic levels.

emond. the participation of 063 and the the Joint Chief* of

Staf# was Increased at the service level to encourage

submission 0f service progrm which recognized the need for

'the fiscgal constraints discuss"edove. Third* a series of

annual action points was estalish"d to provide, better

guidance from 063 to the services In preparing their, budget

proposals 413:4-US).

Although improved, the PPS was still far from perfect.

Over the next decade, the FF36 grow top-heavy a"d congested

with paperwork and the details to support the budget

proposals. Planning was not In stop with fiscal realities

and the proliferation of - ---- t structures and data

bsshad served to Impede the flew of the system. The PF3M

urns still meeting Its basic objectives. but it %as. not doing

so In the most effective manner 912221).

Critics of, the FF3M charged that the system was

Impeding the efficient development of the defense budget In

at least four arem First, the centralized planning

approach did not provide, sufficiently detailed force plans

at the field and unit levels. Second, the services did not

j present adequate alternatives to top DoD management. Third,

there was no requirement to systematically quantify future

costs. Fourth, the central focus of the FF3M tended to be

on the miner problems, with the result that DoD decision

makers spent too little time considering major progres

t10321-22). Zn a £9US report, 063 cost analyst Franklin



OimMoy mnluded that the rpm directed attention to the

plasing and prgamming elements, as opposed to the defense

-- am as a whole. Investment decision making was focused

-m Isdivideal programs. An a result, decison makers were

oVerwhelmed with program detalls and an incentive structure

wa created that favored these programs that pred icted

optimistically 1mw future costs and high system capabilities

(,143 124).•,,..

1* 1961 Deputy Secretary of Defense Prank Carlucci

chartered five woerkin groups to make recummendations for

Improving the defense systems acquisition process. Based on

the report of these working groups, Mr. Carlucci initially

Identified 31 actions for implementation by DoD. Another

action was added later. These actions, formerly known as

the Carlucci initiativesO are now Officially referred to as

the Don Acquisition Improvement Program. Four of these

actions address the problem of Program turbulence caused by

a lack of discipline In planning and programing for the

later years Of an aquisition program(556-6.

The Acquisition Improvement Program Implement& a broad

management philosophy: centralized planning and

decentralized operational responsibilities. The central O8D

staffs have been tasked to concentrate on broad pol icy

guidance rather than detailed prograw direction as in prior

yearOs, and to emphasiz cross-service and cross-command

analysis to help the Secretary of Defense make the high

priority decisions. Further, managers at all levels In DoD

10•,°



am 6M 0 pe etd o look for se emmies and efficiencies in

e lowin thoirb progress £122271.

. o

The, programming phase Of the PPMu Ln the first point

where, al ceu constraints are formally Imposed on the

il Ittary aemirements, developed during the planning phase.

Sins.U comptinvg requirements must now be fitted Into a

Il=&l eiling, & high level 0f Interest i0 expressed by All

partes throughout the Pst O# the PP cycle. Prmograming.

i accomplimhed at M LW through the use of planning phase

p outs Inputs from the OWCOS and guidance froEm

47116). The result Is the proposed Air POree PIams the

UIAP Prewps Objective HmInlaodum .:

In the pegrsmmilftg phase of the PP decisions are

me abot the progm ms the Air Porce intends to pursue avow

the next five yea s. Thus, each yea a P0 Is produced

which pogrm funds and personnel over a five year peried

63111). The UOIW WY 6m 7 POK. for oxamplo will actually be

the IY 07-91 PO. PY 87 Is the budget fiscal year, and PY

*1-91 are considered the 6out yerus for that PMK.

The UW PON Is developed annually over a six month

piord, following the receipt of the NA3CoN P01s. The PO

mast be comploted by May 1, in order to Influence the

President's budget, due to Congress during the #ollowing

JauaPy. TherfOeO the NA€Ooqs must submit their PONE to

NO UO M during the proceeding December. This would be, for

IL1
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eumple, December 194, to &4#ct the USAF FY67 PON in may

19aM which will load to the Joint USAP/DoD Budget Estimate

submission 42M) in September 1965 which will In turn

Anfluonce the PrOldnt'Is Uni id Federal Budget (UFNS for

PY 67, submitted to Congress in January 190. 1.

congrossional authorization and appropriation actions are

compioted -n time, the end result will be the PY 67 ;q em-

Appropriations Act, signed into law by the President by I

otaoer 1904. The lICOme thereforO, are working on their

POIse at least 24 months shea of the start of the budget

fiscal yew. Figuro I illustrates theme timing

relatimhipse.

The NO USAF PM development is constrained by a

dipected fiscal coiling, the Total Obligation Authority

(T1A0. Th TOO i, or at least io a slight variation of,

the budget year total from the most recent #orm of the prior

year's budget. Using the eample above, while NG USAF Is

preparing Its FY 67-91 POM in the spring o4 1965 the FY 67

104 will have come 4tom the FY 67 Air Force total in the FY

0&-90 President's budget.

The basic decision document a# the PON Is the Program

Decision Package (PP), which is a one to several page

docment that describes the current status and any proposed

alternatives to a given Air Force program. A PDP describes

semo portion a# the total Air Force program in terms of

mission capabilities, dollars, and manpower, and may contain

one or mp program elements. PUfs were originally

12
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doveloped to support the PON procmn but wem now used

throughout the 74ew as a relilable sourCe of ProgrM

infermation 47:19). Several smple POPS from the PY 66 APUC

POW we intcluded am Appendix A.

Ae Important activity In the Air Force POO development

cycle to the ranking of the PUPS. The total of the current

progroms. proposed program enhancements, and proposed new

program starts -ay exceed the TOA by s much as 10-20

billion dollars. The ranking process is designed to

prioritize resource expenditures, to ensure that the most

critical needs are met wilthin the expected TOA. The process

seeks to establish an Air Force progra mix that is balanced

between copting mission areas force structure and

support, readiness, and modernization (7:20-"9).

The Air Force and other service PO~ are reviewed by.*

the Joint Staff, the 0OW staff, and the Office of Management

and Budget. The reviewers develop alternatives to mon of

the program proposals contained in the POW.. The Defense

* Resources Board 4WRD), consisting of senior 033 and service

representatives, reviews the alternatives and makes

* recommendat ions to the Secretary of Defense. The 3RD was

established In 1979 to Improve the efficiency of the PPDS,

by supervising the 063 review of the service PUNs and the

budget submission. In 1931, as part of the Acquisition

Improvement Progrm, the role of the DRS was changed to that

of assisting the Secretary of Defense In managing the entiro

PPBS 40:6). Af ter consideration of the DRU recommendations,

14



thme Secretary provides his decisions to each service via a

Program Decision Nemor andum, 4PONS. The PON9 s modified by

the P3W, servos as the baseline, for the start 0f the

budgeting phase of the, P966 17316).

Is order for APSC to sake its PON submission to HOU IWA

in Deceakg the APSC field organizations must begin work an

their respect ive inputs during the proceedineg summer.

During the PY SePon cycle, for example, APSC'S Pon call was

dont, to the field organizations In early August. 196= (see

Aippendix D). The APVC Deputy Chief of Staf/Comptroller

IAPOC/AC)p primarily responsible for the POW, specified a

due date, for the field PON Inputs In late Septemberp 1If=

42).

The APSC staff spends considerable time In deriving

each field org-anization's share of the expected AFSC TOA.

The field units then prepare prioritized Inputs to balance

against these, TOA figures. As Is the case at MG AFUC, the

field organizations expend significant effort In producing a

rank-ordered list of their PDPo, that reflects the local

program priorities (&:17-1S).

Field organizations have expressed dissatisfaction with

the baseline, TOP* allocation and PUP prioritization

processes, and the lack of time to prepare an adequately

researched POR submission. Fiscal guidance from HO UJSAF is

not clear on the, funds which will flow to AFSC, so the



baseline TOAs for the APSC fiold organizations ape

#requently changed (6816).

Considerable criticism has been leveled against the

concept of prioritiing PUs at the AP=C field level or even

at Mg APUC. In the case of the field units$ each program

manager knows where, his program stands with respect to the

Air FOrce PON of the prior budget year, ands therefore, what

the current Air Force priority of his program Is. In

keeping with his program direction, he will continue to seek

support for his program at APSC If his program Is funded In

the prior yVar's USAF PCO even though It may be outside the

funded band at the fiold unit In this year's PMW submission.

Zf APSC ranks it unfunded, he will then go to H@ USAF for

support. An a practical matter, therefore, prioritization at

levels lower than NO USAF may be o# little use to the

program manager In his search to secure continued funding

for his program (13:3-41.

An ad hoc study group was formed at AFSC to reflect on

the lessons learned during the 6Y 4 PNexercise, adt

formulate recommendations to Improve future programming

efforts. With respect to the ranking process, the

* predominant view of the study group was that prioritization

of programs, either by PDP or by program element, would be

better left to HQ USAP, in concert with the using commands.

If the ranking requirement was eliminated from the AFSC

cycle, the process of developing baseline TOAs for APUC and

its field organizations would also be eliminated. This



eight reduce the administrative work load during the PON

development by as much as 5O percent (6:16).

There is no formal direction, In the farm of Air Porce

or APSC regulations, that specifies how AFSC is to formulate

its PON submission. The official direction for the NAJCON

PON submissions takes the form of the USAF PMW Callg Issued

during each October. Other documentation requirements, much

as repquests for additional program information, came from

multiple sources at HR USAjp and one set of Instructions may

not recognize tho activities directed by another set. A.C

finds Itself preparing PON submissions to respond to

multiple rpiremonts. This has contributed to making the

formulation process both complex and lengthy £1016).

Zn 1962 AFSC Implemented a revised PON process that

was compatible, In terms o documentation.and structures

with the IEW and DoD PPUS processes. Additionally, these

changes stressed fiscal crodibilltypg by seeking to produce

PU1s that document fully executable programs (2). -

Appendix 3 is the IY 96-90 APSC PON Call, 3 August

IV=96, with selected attachments. This document provided the

basic PON instructions and guidance to the AFSC field units.

The WY 54-69 LUA PON, 11 May 63, served as the baseline or

the field units to prepare their FY G submissions. As

such, the PUP priority list in the FY 65 USAF P04 was to be

the point a# departure for the development of the field unit

* +priority lists, and the WY 66-69 funding levels in the FY 65

USAF PON formed the baseline for the FY 66 submission (2).

%7



Field organizations that wish to £ubmit POPS that

diffew r om, the UAPW POND either In program descriptions or

fending levelS, do s through a systems Of delta Ichange)

PUfs. Additional PUP. are written that alter program

descriptions, add dollars to, or subtract dollars from, the

program baseline. This delta POP system is fully explained

In Appendix 3D.

After the field organization PMN inputs are received at

APSC/AC I the budget di rectorate) *the PU~s are sent to the

appropriate mission area panels. Table I lists the 11

panels at M APU9C. The mission area codes shown In the

table correspond to the alphanumeric designator System used

to identify the PUPs. and are sometimes used as a short way

of referring to the panel.

As part a# the panel deliberations, the PU~s are

forwarded for corrections or revisions to the various system

officers (SYSTOs). The AFUC SYSTOs are the staff officers

who are concerned with the specifics of one or more-

development programs, serving a function comparable to that

a# the Air Staff Program Element Monitors (PENs) * Through .4

contact with both the field system program offices and the

PEN., the SYST~s Incorporate the latest program Information

Into the PU~s (4).

The mission area panels are chartered to use the field

PON Inputs and other source Information to produce a

proposed APUC program six a# funding levels (POP pricing)

and priorities, within a specific mission area, e%4g.,

Is
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Tacs Air Warare or Commands Control, and

Cammunicatiem. Duing the panel deliberations, short

eieiagm may be scheduled or SYSTO& to explain some of the

details a# their progrm. The rankings o# the panels are

caordinate with APSC directors throe-lettor chiefs e.g.,-

AllOW03). After appropriate adjustments, the panel

rankings, are 4orwarded to the next level of PON development,

the Am Program ovie" Committee wiRC) III).

TAM" I

Mission Area Panels at HS AUC (,SAtch 23)

- o

.4.%

A Strategic Offense-

3 strategic 3sef nse

C/H Command Control Communications/

Data Automat ion

a Electronic Combat

S Research and Development

K Reconnasesance/Intel 1 igence

N Nbility

M space

P/4 Personnel Activities/Support ..

T Tactical Air Warfaro

Ud War Reserve Material

19
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The PRC mots to review the PUP pricing and rankings

produced bvy the miss ion area panels, and to combin e those

rankings into an integrated priority list. This integrated

PIP ranking, &lIo called the t0m asHh list,. is produced after

closed POC meetings. During these closed sessions,

Individual panel chairmen are called in as needed to explain

the panel pricing and ranking rationale 411).

Over the cowrse of the PCO formulation, Vanguard mission

area briefings Coon page 21 are presented to the

corresponding panels and to the PRC. The conclusion of each

Vanguard briefing Includes a recommended priority of all

program elements relating to that mission area. Since the

POPs tend to describe program activities funded by one or

more program elements, the Vanguard mission area priorities

can be used to derive a mission area PUP priority list. The

Vanguard briefings also propose approximate funding levels

for the relevant program elements.

The first Integrated list Is presented for comment to

the APSC directors, who may advocate changes based on their

perceptions of the relative Importances of missions and

individual programs. When modified In response to the

directors' inputs, the PRC chairman briefs the proposed PON

to the APSC Executive Council, which Is made up of the

Deputy Chiefs of Staff (DCSo3, and Is chaired by the AFSC

Vice Commander (APSC/CV1. This presentation can extend over

several days. The DCSN debate the relative merits of

programs and their pricing, and actual changes to the PON

q 20
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are mm"e by the Council Chairmian. Most of the discussions

during the Council sessions center on those programs, close

to the OmagInsO the funding cutoff defined by the APSC TOA.

Geveal Iterative versions of the ranking ay result from

the Executive council review 411)1.

The final phs of the PON devemlopmet cycle occurs

when the Proposed PON& now approved by the Executive

Cmaactlq Is briefed to the APUSC Commander 1APUC/CC)e During

this briefings the field organization comman~ders may attend

Ias, well* After final adjustments by the Commanders the AFOC

PON Is released to H@ USAP 111). Table 11 shows the

A approximate schedule of imajor events of the pry 66 POw

development duering August -- December 1963.

21



APOC PT 06 PCH Schdle, (113

ArmC Pon Call to P1.14 3 Aug 63

Pild Ob.1.isi to WFOC 26 Sep

waft""W4~~~3 broip o oni 7-21 Sep

PSCPs to CWl omcl 22 Nov

Peedback to Pyoduct Divisions 2NowD

Panels to POC an WASCON Views 25 28 Nov

POC/Panels to CVICumcl 30 Mov

CC/CV/Cosunc~l/D91vision Commanders 16 Dec

APU8C PON to USAW2 Dec

I .- .



This chapter describes the methodology that was uased to

collect the data necessary to address the research questions

pose earlier. The discussion of the research methodology

* 4ocusesI on three areas. First, the select ion of a

structured Interview technique is examined In comnparison to

other potential data collection methods. second$ the

sake-up of the survey Instrument (structured Interview

outline3 Is described In terms of the topics addressed and

* their sequencing. The third area discussed Is the survey

population, including how the ample was selected, and the

validity of conclusions that can be drawn about the

I population based on the survey results.

j .1etM of ta CajLeet Ia Yeehnimaue

The meet basic choice of a method for collecting data

to answer a research question Is between experimentation,

direct observation, and a form of survey. The

characteristics orf the research problem and Its context can

often determine the best or most feasible approach.

In this case, the objective of the research is to

determine the sultiple factors that influence the people

who, in turn, Influence the development of the AFSC PON. An

experiment to not a feasible approach for two reasons.

First, the nature, of the research questions do not allow for

23



the formulat ion oa hypothesis that PotatoS an

independent variable to a dependent variable. The

phnmenon 4 the PO development represents the combined

e4ets o4 at least several influencing pressures and

regquiements. Second. expermlentation requires the ability

to control the Independent variable to observe its e4ects

on the dependent vartablets). The importance o4 the PON and

the schedules of the people that produce it did not allow

for the creation 4 experimental situations where

controlling variables can be manipulated.

The second basic technique o4 data collection, direct

obsorvationg is feasible from a technical standpoint, in

that observation a# the decision making process during the

PON development could, over time, present an accurate

picture a# what inluences the decision makers.

Nevertheless, direct observation was not feasible in

practice. The time limitation *or the completion of this

project did not allow for observation o+ the next PON

development cycle at HS AFSC during the fall of this year.

Further, observing some of the most important executive

sessions o4 the senior oficers at HQ AFSC might have

represented an intrusion that would not be tolerated.

The last basic means a# data collection, a form o4

survey, was the choice by elimination. Within this

cate gory, the choice was between a questionnaire or personal

interview technique. Since this project represented an

exploratory research ef4ort into an area not formally

24
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addressed before, the structured Interview techn ique was

selected as offering the greatest flexibility In Identifying

and exploring the POO development factors.

The survey Instrumfltq which Is included as Appendix C,

Is an outline, few a structured Interview. By structuring

the soVey quest ionso each quest ion Is posed in the same way

to each re net, thus promting the reliability of the

measors, (121111o The Interview questions were divided into

tow basic parts. Part I dealt with the demographic

characteristics of the respondentse and part 11 was

Concerned with Informat ion relating to the APUC PON Process.

Within the second part, the question* were subdivided Into

three areasS A) the goals and ObJectives Of the respondents

with respect to the, Pon developmentP 21 the directions

guidance, and source, Information the respondents used In

past PON exerciss and C1 the perceptions of the

respondents as to the factors that have Influenced them and

others in reaching their PON decisions.

T'he interview questions were structured to move f om

the general areas *4 the respondent's background, to the

more specific arovas dealing with the PON Influencing

factors. Lising this approach, the respondent's fram of

reference could be learned, and the distortion effect of

earlier questions on the later ones was minimized (9:.230).

25



The most important criterion for determining the

population that "as surveyed was their participation In the

APOG PMN process In some 4orm of decision making capacity.

The population selected for this survey consisted of the

uhairues a# the mission area panels and the members of the

PUG and Its secretariat. The second key criterion was

participation In or at least presence during the Executive

Cmmncil or Commander's PON reviews. This approach provided

a Onext bestO Insight into the decision making of these

general officers, since a personal Interview with them was

not possible.

The size of the population that meets both criteria for

recent PCO c~cleu Is relatively small. The 11 panel

chairmen, 6 or 9 members% a# the PUG, and several off icers a#

the PRC Secretariat sks up a survey population of loes than

25 044ficers. At H@5 APSC, there are many people who

participate In the PON process, but relatively few who are

privy to the senior level decision making by the AFUC

Executive Council and Comsmander. The data collection plan

called *or Interviews with approximately ton appropriate .

decision makers at HO APSC.

j The survey encompassed over 401L o4 the subjact

population, as defined above. Therefore, the cvrrelation

between tho survey findings and the actual opinions of the

population at large should be high. The keys to the

validity of the study were the Identification and selection

26
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of inteorviewsees and the conduct t# the inteorview

thomolves. uccessful personal interview s in terms of

inussuu 4met validity, meet throe conditions: 1) the S

reundOnts have cess to the inorwmation required, 2) they -.

understand their Poles in the investigations and 3) they are

motivated to accept those Plos and respond to the interview .

questins accordingly (9294). Careful selection af the

rOpeande"ts for this study, and appropriate conduct of the

interview. Improved the chances of meeting thes criteria.

27
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; ~IV. Priadina and AnaiwimJ:i.-II
This chapter reports the results of the survey taken at

NO APDC, a"d describes these results with respect to the

Individual survey questions listed in Appendix C. The

4di Ion covers four areas. First, the respondents

comprising the survey sample are described in trns of their

reported demographic data. Second, the oals and objectives

04 the sample group that relate to the AFOC PON process are

discussed. The third area Is the direction, guidance, and

source Information that these officers have responded to in

past PON oxorcises. Lastly, the fourth area deals with the

PON influencing factors, as they affected the decision

making of the survey respondents.

The survey for this project Included interviews with

ton o44icers at HE APUC, on 17 and IS Way 1914. The first

four questions of the intopviews dealt with the respondents'

descriptive data. Table 121 shows the name, rank, office

symbol, and position title of each o+ the survey

respondents. The titles listed are those or the AFSC

positions hold by the respondents. Thes titles do not

Indicate the respondents* functions in the POM process,

which are discussed below under question *S.

23
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.-TABLE ZZZ

survey Respondents

M atasa pM A itim tl

liotpicho P. Cal TUU Dirg Toot Resources-

Frankligt, . Lt Col SDZ8 Chi Strike Systems Division

asllsbamgbhe s. Lt Cal ACJ Dip@ Progroiing Integration

Lueig . Lt Cal 988L Cho Launch & Orbital Div

Narshall$ n. Lt Cal X"- Dir Policy & Programs

Nartin, C. Hai SUN N1grp Airlift Systems

earcoe J. Lt Cal X st, U k D N "-Oerations

Replsa. C61 DILX Dir, Plans & Programs *.

Thurst N. HaJ oI Cho Intelligence Division

Wolcott, r. Cal 36 DiPr Biotech k iHmn Factors .
.%",

nad Jv~lm te * evon of the ten responents had

completed either advanced degree or training progrm that -

were specifically oriented toward management of research and

development activities. Of those, four had completed

courses offered by the Defonse Systems Mangement College.

Other programs included various professional continuing

education courses, primarily relating to systms acquisition

and logistics.
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aetimn La| fme4ie Pputp P o as udeet-Eemtd i"

*~om.irfld Prior to their present assignments, six of

the respondents ha PON or budget-related experience. These

Super ences ranged from the preparation of PON inputs while

working at a system program office, to participation in a

Pon mission area panel at He USAF.

NUAMLLUM:
alu and 4eetiwe" "-

The repondents agreed widely in their perception* of the

objectives of OC's PON exercise. Seven of the respondents

thought the most fundamental goal of this process is to

provide to the Air Staff a balanced, well-priced budget

proposal that recogni os both mission requirements and the

fiscal realities of liited TOA. Minority opinions Included

beliefs that the goals are to secure the biggest share of

the Air Force TOA for AP d or to produce a PON that is

priced in response to progrem management direction.

4 aAtmmt U:- The Eemaadenkm' Oficiaeil Pmunetinm in:.--

• uammrt o the PM Pn mo ,,, Five respondents serve as

chairmen of mission area panels. Thee include the Space, -

Mability. War Reserve Material, Reconnaissance and

Intelligence (Rece/Intll), and Research, Development,

lest, and Evaluation CRDTW) panels. Three respondents

represent their deputy chiefs Of staff as members of the

PRC. The remaining two have PON functions of chairing a

mission area sub-panel, and directing the PRC Secretariat.
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CPrmj . 2n comparison to quest ion 7 Coverall APSC

PON objectives), there was more diversity In the

resndents' answers to this quest ion. Nwvertholess, the

predominant response (by six of the interviewees) Indicated

aclose correlation between their objectives and their

perceptions of APIC's objectives In the PON. These

respndets f*It that their goals are to provide an

6oxecutatlo POW3 that Is, one where the PUP descriptions

agree with the program directions and "here the funding

proposed for those program will allow the proper quantities

of systems to be delivered on time. The fundamental PMW

objectives of the fouar other respondents, respectively, are

to 1) get the most, In terms of systems produced, for the

mseay spent, 2) increase the percentage of Air Force TOA

spent on science and technology, 31 ensure that the

requirements of the tout fk evaluation activities are made

known to the other POW decision makers, and 4) Oclean upO

:1 the PCO process and get mission area panel chairmen Involved

In the programs' current year budget problem.

question wia posed to determine the respondents' succesms

In meeting the objectives they described In question *V.

Although the responses varied wildely, three interviewees

agreed that they had helped Improve the executability of the

APUC PON. Four respondents expressed satisfaction with the
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Increases In fundinag they had secured for their respect lye

arms of interest. One reispondent. fop examples had

succeeded in achileving a seven percent annual Increase In

science and technology funding for fiscal years 1905 and

T'he Intent of this question was -to Identify which personal

goals, of those defined earlier, gave the respondents the

most difficulty. The answers tended to fall Into two

groups. Six respondents expressed frustration with same

portion of the PON process Itself. Plost of the other

respondentis felt that they were not able to achieve

.9 satisfactory funding for the programs in their areas of

Interest

Within the first group, the six interviewees felt

hampered by a lack of time to prepare an adequately

researched PON, guidance from the Air Staff that changes

frequently, superficial depth of review In the PRC meetings,

lack of information support from the field organizations,

and what appeared to be arbitrary funding (ranking)

decisions by Officials at higher levels.

fl kamet mft Vaian2. And M3muIC !nuLarmat tar

Linwnlais LUC 4.i weUSAP Three reispondents felt

that the Defense a1ldance (26, published annually by OBD,

is the most important form of P014 guidance used at HO MFSC,
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because it reflects a63 policy. Nevertheless$ theme

respndets recognized at least two Problems With using the

36#or this purpose. First* when the as Is published each

- Januapy,p it to intended, monng other things to provide

guidance for the Mervices in preparing their respective PONlS

during that winter and spring. Thus, when the M6 is used at

NO APSC during the following autumn In preparing the APSC

PON #or the next fiscal years It is not sufficiently

Indicative af current OW3 priorities. The second problem

With the M6 Is that of generality. These respondents felt

that a document Which provides DoD-wide guidance Is too

broad to be of practical use to APSC panel members and PRtC

(1 decision makers.

The remaining seven respondents noted that there Is no

effective guidance far them from HG UISAF. This Is because

no USAF regulations specify haw a NAJCOH PON Is to be

prepared, and because the USAP PON Call toi not recei ved at

APVC until October. At that time, such of AFSC's

programming Work, which begins In September, is already

done.

Four respondents said that the majority of the useful

guidance comes from AFSC's PRC Secretariat. This Includes a

letter of Instruction for panel chairmen, and an instruction

book let for PRC members.
N:

As noted above, there are no Air Force regulations -governing

the preparation of MAJCOM PONlS. The official Air Force PON
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Instructions are those included In the annual Air Force

PMN CaIll which In issued In October, too late to

effeetively ifluence the APUC Pon. Nevertheless, through

eanrly coordinatien with the appropriate Air Force oficesp

the Poe Scretariaet receives, advne not ice of sign if icant

changes In direction.

within Area* the Instructions published by the PMC

secretariaet peavide most af the PON guidance, to the 11

mission ares, panels. Only one respondent mentioned the APOC

regulation that deals with the PMN development CAPSCRt

23-12)o He noted that this regulation has not provided

useful quidance, In past Pon exercisoe and is currently

j under revision.

of the ten respondents said they have Made Use of guidance

they received f rom their counterparts and PO~s at N USAF.

Host of this advice ewas solicited by the respondents, and

took the +orm of reommendat ions for funding amounts or

program priorities. All six of these respondents seemed to

place heavy emphasis on the advice they received from the

staff off icers at NO USAP.

Three respondents montioned other sources of guidance

and advice, including the APOC SYSTOs and the DCSs to which

the respondents report. As might be expected, they

considered the inputs received from the SYSTOs to be advice,

And that received from their DCSs to be guidance.
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Nine repondents agreed that most of the informal

ifuefficall information they have received over the course

of PN eorci has been advisory In nature. Uno#4ical

uidammce or instructionsp i.e. firm direction* about how to

prSCeed. are the exceptimon to the rule.

mmkmt jA: t maamla Avalle 4ap- P __m~~inmi a

VMbL&. This question was included in the interviews to

estal isk which Information ourmces the respondents had

availle to thee during their PON deliberation*. Although

my of them types of Information sources are available to

all missios area panels and the POCs all of these sources

were net mentioned by every respondent. Eves when prompted

by the interviewer, most of the respondents did not

acknowledge the Importance of other sources. This may

Indicate, the respondests' reliance on some information

sources over others

The most frequently cited FM information sources,

mon tioned by sovon respondents, ore the Vanguard briefin ,

including the program element priorities given for each

mission area. None of the respondents, however, mentioned

the Vanguard funding proposals as sources of information 4or

their PON deliberations.

The second most frequently cited source, by five

rpoents, was the PON inputs from the AFPC fiold units.

These Inputs Include the field proposals for program

funding, in the form of updated PDPs, as well as the field

commanders' POP priorities. Each panel considers those PDPs

35
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that relate to Its mission area, and the relative priority

of those PUbs, as specifiled by the field commanders*

Twin additiona Informatioen sources were each mentioned

by three respondents. The first of theme was, the most

current version of the UMAP POP priorities. These are

indicated by either the prior budget year's LOWP PON, or the

USAP IDoS US dependinmg on whether the UShas been

completed tmorsel ly by September 153 * According to the PUC

souretariats the USAP PUp priorities are to be the starting

point for the panel* as they develop their now PUP

priorities. The second Information source cited by thee

respondents was the program priorities of the NAJCONs that

will use the System being developed by the programs under

consideration. In most cases, this Is only one NA3CON. ThS

members. of the Tactical Air Warfare panels for example,

would have available the draft PON priorities of the

Tactical Air Commaind.

Other sources o# Information that were 1listed by one or

two respondents Included specific mission area studies and

plans, briefing. from the SYSTOq coordination with the

PMWE, cost analyses and estimates produced within APSC,

notes from prior PMW exercises, and the respondents'

perceptions of the priorities of the APUC Comander and Vice

Commander. Table IV summarizes. these findings with respect

to the available Information sources, and the mumber of

respondents who cited each source.
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TALE ZV

Available Pon znformation sources

a-_- rd N.....A....re. riefings 7

Pild Pon tomato 5

UW PP Priorities 3

MU@IN Preglam Priori£ties3-

MNissio Area Studies or Plan* 2

9VGTo Ur 10£mg 2

PEN Cordination 2

ArP ost Anal yss not Imates "

Prior PUN Notes '

Perceived Priorities of A IPC/CCICV I

MS. - A.- 6-.ALA

mAUl AltMPt i*ue m a. All ten repondents agreed that

althum the Isforsation available to them is adequate toI acomplish their basic objectives, It is not Ideal. The

nature and degree of dissatisfaction with the available

inf r ation varied among the respondents.

Four respondents felt that the details provided In the

POP% were o4ten Insufficient to fully evaluate and price a

given program. Zn those cases, these respondents said they

asked for additional information from the SYSTOs or PUNs.
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Three repeedeonts expressed dissatisfact ion with the

SmnWor informat.ion Included In some, P3Ps. Those

repoodests, called the SYSTOw or fie1d program off ice% to

secure the required additional Information.

Opin-m gives by other respondents included the

problem of the *PSC PON being based an the the prior budget

year's, 355 while the field PON Inputs are based on the USAP

POW. This creates the need to correct the field PON PSP to

acount for the changes from the PUNH to the 35.One a# the

respondent members of the PUC said that there are not enough

program details provided to the PSM during the briefings by

the panel chairmeno but that time limitations would not

allow for fully detailed explanati ons, of all progras.

Thereforeg this respondent felt compelled to rely on the

aility of the panel chairman to produce adequate pricing

and ranking within their respective mission areas.

These questions were Included to identify those factors

arising from events ouside a# HG APSC that nonetheless

af+ected the, devtelopment of the APOC PON. Zn this case, the

respondents were In close agreement about the external

factors that influenced their PUNH deliberations.

Nine respondents said that the program priorities of

the using NAJCOMs had an effect on their final PUN products

(either mission area panel or P1C recoamendat ions).
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Similarly, eight me m ets montimmd the importance of

the 61MW program priorites, as manifested Ini the mast

recent IMAF PUN or m
Five iespeNdeets cited the funding actions on specific

Pregrom at 0M or in Congress. Thee respondents felt that

if the support top lack of support) signals from OBD or

Congress were stronge they would take this into

consideration in their deliberations. Table V I Isat these

external PON factors. 1--

TAMA3 V

PON Influencing Factors External to AF C

OAICON Progra Priorities

UGW PaP Priorities0

CM/Congress, Funding Actions5

lniuuue oftheP~ EMCtop. These four quest ions were

designed to determine howe the Internal and externalI.Influencing factors affected the development of the AFSC

PUN,9 and what their relative Importances are, In terms, of

how euch they affected the outcao. The internal PON

Influencing factors were Identified by questions 7, 9, 12,

3.



14, ad 16 The external factors were identified by

aeostammb 129 14. 16o 1g nd a 0.

Geen o4 the respondents agreed that the Air Force

program priorities# a Siven in the USAF PON or ES, are the

single mt important fator used In determining the POP

priorities that are recomended by the panels and by the

PU. This may be due in part to the PON instructions

published by the PUG Secretariat, which specify that the

USAF POK or priorities are to be used an a apoint of

departureO in developing the now AFOC priorities. Two of

theme seven espondents we willing to quantitatively

estimate the degree of influence of the USAF program

priorities an the APOC PoN. On the average they felt that

OM of the AW rankings are due to the influence of the

185W PUN orUS

The second most important influencing factor, as also

described by seven respondonts, was the program priorities

o4 the using IAJCO0Is, as givOn in their draft POs or other

progrmmimng documents. Four of these seven respondents felt

that the NA1WCC priorities are as important, or nearly so,

as the USAF progrm priorities. The other three vmibers of

this group expressed opinions that the NAJCONq priorities

were a distant second to the USAP priorities, in terms of

hm much they influenced the APSC PON. An Important

exception to this consensus of the Influence of the MAJCON

priorities was the opinion o one of the respondent memboerm

of the, PCm "ho feit that the NAJCON priorities play no
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significant role at all In his decision making, at least In

comparison to the influence of the USAP priorities and those

of his DCC.

Un general, the Influence of the NAJCON priorities was

strongest mining the respondent mission area panel chairmeng

and much weaker amonng the respondent PRC members.

Nevertheless, tow of the throe POC members Interviewed said

.4 they weere significantly Influenced by the opinions of the

panel chairmen. Thws, the NAJCON priorities may have had an

Indirect effect on the PUC.

The third and fourth mas t Important Influencing

factotrs, each mentioned by three respondents, were the field

MaW Inputs and the Vanguard mission area priorities. Even

Amn" theme groups however, the degree of Influence of

these #actors, was far lessathan that of either the USAP or

"".CMW program priorities.

Mng the ten respondents, there was no consensus as to

the relative Importances of the remaining Influencing

factors. Table VI Sumarizes these findings regarding the

relative Importance of the PON Influencing factors.

~am~inm an 2~ P~t~u n41aeminaOther Senior

fl~ii~nMakrs.Theme questions asked the respondents

which factors seemed to influence the PMW decision making of

the senior officers they had observed at NG AFSC. The

off icers mentioned by the respondents Included the DCC

imember o4 the AFUC Executivye Council, the AFSC vice

COMMAndoe and the AFSC Commander.
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TAULE VI

Rtelative Importance of Internal and External
PON Influencing Factors

I USAF POP Priorities

2 HA3Com Programt Priorities

3 Field P4M Inputs

4 Vanguard Mission Area Priorities

a Other Factors:

-Mission Area Studies/Plans

-SYSTO Briefings

-PEN Coordination

-APSC Cost Analyses/Estimates

-Prior POM Notes

-Perceived Priorities of /CC/CV

-OSD/Congroe Funding Actions

The strong consensus (eight o4 ton) o4 the respondents

wia that these senior officers are Influenced by the some

set of factors, with two possible exceptions. First, the

Air Force program priorities In the USAF PON or SES do not

seem to play as big a role here as they do during the panel

deliberations. Secondp the opinions o4 the field unit

commanders are given more consideration here than during
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earlier phmes of the APSC PON cycle. These respondents

also sleei that GM or Moro o4 the PlISc proposals are not

contested by the axecutlve council or by the Comander.

Rather, most 0 the discussion here center* about those the

progerms at t * "IbUin,- the funding cutof# define6 by the

APOC TOA for the budget ya.

Thus* the three key Inf4luencing factors mong these

senior APC decision makers apar to be 1 the proposals of

the PUC. 21 the program priorities of the using NACONSI and

33 the opinions of the field unit commanders.

Three respondents felt that these o@icers are also

influenced by Presidential priorities or funding actions at

089 or in Congrow although to a Iooer extent then the

other throe factors discussed above.
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V. Caelmaiana nd !n~- o.jf-

-'o&.Lam.

As discuseed in chapter Ze the research objective of

ths project was to answer two key questions. First, what

ae the formal a" Informal factors that Inf4luence the PO"

devolopest process at to Arm? woe spec ifial ly-

-- What direct ion and guidancO do AP C programmers

em to.

What maeentools are employed by Aps e-

pr g ammers and decision makers to sort out the mltipl.

elements that go into a POWS formulati on?

-- What are the external factors that bear on the PON

4ormulation, much as a decision maker's perception of the

program priorities at other MA ICOWI HG USAP, 08I, Congress,

or even the White House? __

Second, what are the relative Importances of those factors

with respect to their Influence on the most Important

product of the APSC programming process, the AFSC PON?

Considering these relative Importances* how might the

efficiency or effectiveness ** this process be Improved?

Each o4 the"e questions In discussed below, In ters of the

survey findings.

Diwietimn aid &UIdAeA. There is no USAF or AFSC

regulation that specifies how APSC Is to prepare its PON.

The external direction and guidance that motivates the AFSC
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progresming prncess Is the USAF POM Call, Issued annually in

October. Nst of the survey rsepondets felt this guidance

was inadequate. because it comes too late to effectively

In4luence the developing POM at AFSC. Additionally, there

are Informal documentation and information reqeats that

come from the Air ataff, that serve to Increase the

administrative workload during the PFN development. As a

whole, the respondents agreed that the most useful guidance

they receive comes from the Poe secretariat in APSC.

- t Tunip. Some of the information sources

avail ble to the APISC progrmmers can be considered

"manag-set tools." Theme sources are isted in Table IV

(sees page 37). For exile, the Vanguard briefings are-.- 4

designed to present a mission area analysis of threats,

requairomts, and capabilities, and a synthesis of the

related program elements and proposed new program starts.

This can provide a PON decision maker with an overview of a

mission areap In order better to weigh the competing P%Ps.

The usefulness of these tools is probably Indicated by the

frequency of citation and the relative importance Of the Pon

Influencing factors, as Indicated in Tables IV and V1 (see

pages 37 and 42).

x~tmbaal Pa-tm a. The respondents largely agreed

about which external factors have an effect on the APSC PON.

Nest o4 the respondents mentioned the NMJCON and USAP PUP

priorities as being significant external factors, and half

of the respondents also cited the trend of funding actions

45
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at a"S ur in Congress. Apparently, the most senior 04 cers

at WRC are also Influenced by these factor*, although the.

UWW POP prisrities may be less Important during the final

Stages of the Pon doe lopusut.

Pa&M.Mw MinpAaJL The relative Importance of the POM

* nf luemnslg factors became, apparent uver the course of the

Interviews. The large majority of the survey respondents

sited tme overriding Importance of the UAP and NAJCON

prograsm priorities. The relative priority, In terms of

in~lueme an the APOC POW. of these and the other Identified

factors are listed In Table V1 Cse page 42).

The most fundamental conclusion that can be drawn f rom

this research Is the degree to which the programs priorities

of M USOP and the Using "Jeans determine the POP

priorities reflected in the final APUC PCO. APUC__

programers expend considerable effort in preparing a PMN

that is consistent with, among other things, these external

priorities. The reasons for this are apparently twofold.

Piratq APSC is conducting the research, development, and-

product ion of the weapon systems that these MAJCO~s wil1l

use. By recognizing the WAICOW program priorities, AFUC

progremmies, are, In effect, seeking to accommodate their

Ocuatmwers. - Second@ decision makers at HO APUC are awar,

as are their counterparts at other WAJCO~s, that their POW.

we only Inputs to the UGAP programing process. When APSC



programmers coordinate with their Air Staff counterparts,

they are seeking to avoid the surprises and disappointments

that might otherwise result when the USAF PaM Is completed.

Although the reasos #or placing so much emphasis on

these external priorities during the development of the APSO

P=4 are valid, undertaking the &##art to produce a

priorittied POP list say not be necessary. During the

Course 0+ the. USA Pon developmento the Air at&##

progrmrs will know what the program prior itiles of the

uasing M3Cm~s are, because all I A3CDN PON Inputs wil1l have

been submitted. Of course, they will also knew what their

own CUSAP1 priorities are. Since this information Is

available to Air Sta## Pon participants, prioritization of

PU61s at APUC base" on the sae i nformat ion,* with the som

objectives, Uppears to be an Inefficient application of

effort.

This is not to suaggest that all PUP prioritization

assoilated with the APO PON should be discontinued.

Prioritization of PUPs corresponding to pure research and

exploratory development progrm is appropriate, because

APOC is also responsible for the development o4 the new

technology base. These programs will establish the new

technologies necessary to support the development of future

weapon syst ems. APUC decision makers are those best

-4 qualified to decide the relative merits of these science and

technology progras.

On the other hand, AFSC should reassess the practice of
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prioritizing those POPs associated with programs which are
1%.-

in advanced development or later phases of the development

process. I4 the time spent on P3P prioritization could be

applied to other portions of the PON proces, then progress

would be made toward achieving the truly -@xecutableg P0M.

New research related to the AFPC PON development should

seek to quMntitatlvly establish the necessity, if any, for

prioritizing PUPs for advanced development and higher

program. This might be done through a comparison of NAJCON

P04 Inputs, Including that o4 AFUC, to the resulting Air

Force PMK. By comparing PUP pricing and priority lists the

researcher could establish the degree to which the AFSC P0N

Input Influences the USAF PON, and if that in*luence is

comparable in magnitude or direction to that of the using

NAJC0KB.
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kes tle raqieeno w a ttmbed. - 1 misledi. vve ek 3ad ad to
mantain la vty, we hem sadmm Iue to las pere
iaitriitiin. 2mm thuvsa are -- aliftsd bm2.e. Am bem year, we wil
to 4111ittii the Initial AM us to 1OWIn ftemr. lb mot is
deft* Yw Ur3admiinswedewat20MW by 3So L.

2. to b=Um fu yawourmdeede will be the U NW4 U Yo N&
-uuOaelftI tvNl- ON N DYou. ]z We re"Lr. Updasn a rComm of am

fram Deiion Himsedu (MOP diracti or so Omi = action, dew
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3. CntlAniq uim initiative of last yar, we anmaintaining a
upLifed systen dot Is coatible with the NO MF ad 00P

pie.In addition, we Will omitim to straw fisal credibility by
Insingi thet oar lef &=mu pmgrem thith we fully aescutabe.

4. Am betoetyAw am rI I toadit a NV priority Uist with yaw
PWsbision. go starting poit Thr yaew rudtirgs tould be the IQ OW1
W priorityUt ticn as provided you with the U PAY 83 UW NIL
111rdicntdewifam from this priority dauld be justified. Corinuiring

fihel reelitin, prrpua increaes; (aboe the line entries) to your
usuael = iaou2d not nadfive percent. 2xisting sanpwmm ca are, not
Included In yaw IM but will te structural here. lbwaea, civilian

q ~r deltsaft~ you rmedin your funded ares winl te part of your
allotted ~
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ithe pror so mera. quantity adj Iat that eIn good business
smsin doir -m right my be pop sed an that bais. With the mnep iIon
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sheuld uutcetain forme structure quantity reductions.

6. Altheu* do programing of initial qerve Is an AMW responeibility,
we In AMC anre oo~tted to delivering sMported weapon systame to our
tinm. ft auiur tht Initial srew requiremants are accounted Core you
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arn recquired to get the correct riaex from MCW ard show them annon-add
antrIa6 an YOLI PCPS. UWe will not oMt agaist your TOI. Details are
piovided In the attehd lIutructiors.

7. We have scheduled a PCX workshop at 80 AME on 17 "u 83. if you wish
to peftiCiPee.. plaINO provide the r'MS of your attndem to HO AM/CJ~,
Mna= 85-4063. by 12 hAug 83.

1 Atdi
DA111 3. Ga= 1! 06-90 KH mutructioMs
POU/0emt. Uq~j
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FT 86-90 POK IUSTUCTIOUS

A. SUB11ISSZOU PROCEDURES

1. Sumsio ae The FT 86-90 PON with Its applicable exhibits will
be submitted to a Mive at al AFIC/AC? not later than 29 Sep 83.

2. Dommntato 3.ouents, Submit the original documentation package

araned Pby Waion Ara and Po number sequence within Kission Area and three
copies (is same sequence a original) of PDP documentation to AISC/ACJ (PP,"
one-pap backup and AISC Yome 103). See section D for namber of copies of
functioeal peculiar documentation and USC office to receive specific
documentation. Documencation is not required for 6.1 ad 6.2 program.

3. 1! 85-89 Baseline. You will be provided your portion of the hISC
extract at the ION bseline for 1? 85-89 by PDP. delineated to cost element
detail.

4. Inflation Indexes. Attachment I contains a list of Al Programs
Jwith ind4 vIua Infltion Data Sheets. The listed program offices vwil

compute the Inflation contents of the submission using the Inflation Data
Sheets provided by 80 AISC/ACC and dated a of 27 April 1983. All other - -

programs will use the appropriate OSD Inflation Indexes listed in attachment
2. (Point of Contact: Mr. Capes, ACO. AV 858-4251)

5. Corrections to Submission. If corrections to the PON submission
become necessary, *e only complete page changes and submit the revised pages
to hlSC/ACJ.

a. SUMISSIOU O McINST3CTIONS

Compliace with the following instructions will give the degree of
standardization needed to provide a basis for efficient and comprehensive
staff analysis.

1. laseline will be the Air Force F 85-69 POK (11 May 83). The baseline
will be updated at 1Q APSC as required to reflect changes resulting from the
03 Issue Cycle, and provided to the field in an updated PDP. The FT 85
resource levels are shown for reference only, reflecting the actual funds in
the 1M and cannot be changed. Delta PDPs or new program PDPs should not
shom funding for TY 85. Do not submit PDs which are besed on a proposed
reprogr n4 of IT 85 or prior year funds.

2. Some product divisione share In PDP resources. Based on dollar or
effort predominance, these PDPs are assigned to a prim division that has the
responsibility to coordinate other organizational entities port iou of the
PDF. The prime organization will obtain Input from all other organizational
entities and combine into one POP. SANTO program vil be integrated Into the
overall Space Division racking. Laboratory program are an exception to
this. Organizational portions will be consolidated at AISC.

3. A change system to the USAF POM baseline (delta PDP) will be used.
PWs will be uniquely identified by adding suffes to the PO PDP number as
follows (1645 is used as an example):

NN
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a. B~al PKPDPT645). If the cost (dollars and monpower) and
content are executable (the programmed efforts as described in the PD?
description are in gee with the programd resources in the PD?) you therefore
do not have an exception to executability. You do not have a program cost ot
content chag to document.* Mark "0K" on the POP sent to you, insert the ry 90
estimate, and sumt the PD? with your P04 Input.

b. Cost/Content ages to 104 POP. The PD?, as written, directs a
program that Is not executable because of cost or content change. If the costs
have changed (Increased or decreased or the manpower requirements have
incresed) to do the content of the PON PD?, prepare two aew PDPs with A and B
suffixes to the basic POP amber as follows:

(1) Cotn .. gneT4 .Ti PD? will match funds
yedr-"pyer an ale TIn theY 1189g coiums at thu PON POP. However, the
description reflects only that program content which corn be accomplished within
the PON dollars and available mospvwer (on excutable content to match
Progme resources). Also Include a statement which says what part of the
P ON POP content cannot be accomplished (really a program Impact statement or an
impact an denial of the manpower Increase requested in the cost change PD?).
This doumnts a zero growth option and eliminates the lowest priority program
content.

(2) Cot ?(65) This PD? contains the sawe content as
the baseline PON POP, but ohm the delta changes (increases or decreases) in
funds or manpower required to do the program contained in the POX PD?
description (i.e., the dollars and Inrae manpower required to execute the
progrom described In the basic PD? laiiipiion).

c. Reduced Level PD? (T6451). Submit a PD? which represents a
Significant and realistic reduction T10-151 miimu) In PY 86 to the funding
and content of the baseline POU PD?. This PD? will have an R suffix. I.s.
T64SK. It will bea negative delta tothe baseline PON POP. Describe
specific,discrate work efforts you are reducing. In accordance with paragraph
5 of the cower letter, do not rark force structure reductions.

d. Optoal.!PDP*. Any other dolta PDPs you wish to submit as changes
to the baseffsii- PP should contain sequential numerical suffixes, i.ea.,
T643-1, T643-2, aec., but maxim -5. for example, a dash package could he an--

* optional production rate, a sultiyear contracting proposal, or, a good idea.

e.New Starts. Proposed new starts require a PD?. These should be
stand alone PUPs nombe red as follows: Organization/Mission Area/Sequence
Number. Example: ASD A111, AM AIX2, ASD SM1, AMD TXX4, ASD TUS5. In this
example ASD had five new starts, two In the A mission area, one in the B
mission area, and two in the T mission area. New start PDPs should be
compatible with the new start feedback hISC/IK is scheduled to send you in

(. erly August.

(1) Include only the manpower requirements of the new start that
cannot he funded within current subcoand resources.

(2) For AFFTC and ABDC: See Management and Support Funds, section
D.10.c.4 for specific instructions for your new starts.

f. The PD? suffix numbering system described above Implies that all
propmde PUWs would he a delta to the P0K funding baseline. There wiill he
exceptione to this. If a proposed PO? is based upon another PD? (other than



.. o

the PON baseline POP) also being funded (i.e., T645-1 builds on T645B). so
state in the first sentence of the description section of each delta PUP. All
ranked PD?. are deltas to the previously ranked level.

4. lsulred Documentation.

a. IDs per paragraph 3 above.

b. APSC Form 103 for each basic or A level PDP with xecutable program
doll&rs Indicated (PF 85 USAF PON. program basellue). This does not apply to
Nanagenn and Support POPs.

a. A one-paep beckup sheet for each POP which gives additional detail
on POP conent or other pertinent inforation. As a amnuIm, this should"
justify why the POP should be funded (for new starts, reference MIN or SON)
and what the impact is of not funding. Uhere applicable, this shet should
provide a project breakout showing funds by dsignated project and fiscal
year. (This requirement does not apply to the labe or Managment and Support
program elements, but see sectiom on OAK and Test and Evaluation for specific
infoxiation on these programs.)

d. A PD priority list which rass your organisation's PDPs, show
your cmiletive TOA for FY 86 and 7T 87, end Indicates your approved TOA
control total and proposed funding line. Limt program above the proposed
funding Lne to not more then 5Z above your control total.

e. Other documentation described in the Functional Peculiar

Requirements Section (paragraph D.).

C. POP FORMULATION IZNSTRUCTIONS FO PROPOSED DELTAS OR NEW START PDPS

1. Eter a short title which Identifies the PDP (36 characters maim.-a
including spaces). This title should be unique to the particular PDP, for
maple, 7-4 Squadrons. For delta PPs which chau baseline PDPs, apply a
suffix such as "11, III, etc." Exaple: PD? entitled "F-15 A " funds ASAT
modification of a specific mber of aircraft with am associated Initial . .
Operational Capability (OC). A delta PDP which would expand this program to
provide additional aircraft should be entitled "F-15 ASAT (11)." For ease of
sorting titles, the operative ssue should be addressed in the beginning of the
title (e.g., "OS (TAC)" vs 'TAC 08"; "1-4 Upgrade" vs "Upgrade F-4'). If the

.* delta package addresses manpower only, title it, e.g., "Manpower for B-l", not
"B-12 Manpower'.

2. Description. Enter a succinct description of the proposed program
lcluding pertinent facts and figures. Limit this entry to 1100 characters

including spaces. If the description would compromise security of a special
access program, enter the following: "This is a special access program.
Description will be granted strictly on a need to know basis." The description
would ephasizse what the resources provide. If a significant Initial
Operational Capability (IOC)/Full Oprational Capability (FOC) is involved, it
should be addressed. Do not Include advocacy in the PDP description. The
first seteance of the PD? description should comprise an adequate "One-Liner"
of what the PDP addresses/funds.

3. Classification. Affix the ou-word security classification and
downgrading o ea eet in accordance with An 205-1. Do not include
Information In any PDP classified higher than SECRET.
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4. Kilov Proc et. Enter the procurement profile, when applicable.
(See pcao 0.6 m initial spares and D.7 maltiyear procurement.)

S. Total Oblitional Authority. Eater the total of all AFSC funds (ON)
show the PUP. This funding profile to the total of all appropriations
within each program element by fiscal year required tofund the particular

POP. Seg ate al profiles b fiscal year b specific program eem
and appropriation. Include dollars for pay of civilian manpower (by manpower
FEC) being requeted.

6. ct aLi Dtal. This is the second page of the PD I Enter the
detail beaou o the fnids required for the POP under each program element.
awery appropriation eheuld be subdivided Into applicable cost element deail.

N Cost eleme cedes and titles should he entered. The resources shown on the
Cost Element Detail pae meat agree with those shown on the PP Sary pep.
no applicable cost elements by appropriation are listed in PON CALL ttamnt
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Append Ix Cu aam ntsmm :fkpiMfskjc

1. nespondent Znformation:

1. Meme

2. Rank or rating

3. Office symbol

4. Title or position

S. Education or training related to research and
4, development

*a Specific prior Program Objective Memorandum
CPGNI or budget-related experience

11. Air Force Systems Command (APSC) PON process
Information:

A. seats and objectives

* 7. What are the overall objectives of the APUC PON
process?

9. What Is your official function in support of A
this process?

9. What are XUMa objectives with respect to the P014
process?

10. With respect to theme goals, what ae the areas
In which you consider yourself to be most successful?

11. What goals do you have the most difficulty
achieving, and wehy?

D. Directions guidance, and source information

12. What were the specific instructions from higher
levels In APOC or from MG USMW that provided the formal
guidance for you In preparing your contribution to the PON?

13. Were those Instructions In the form of+
regulations, or mere they letters of instruction from higher
athorities?



14. What was the Informal guidance that you
received, in the form of Instructions from your peers or

superiors?

15. What portions of that guidance was in the form
a# advice, as opposed to directions?

16. What Information did you have at your disposal
to reach your decisions regarding the PON?

17. What was the adequacy of this Information?

18. If you found som information lacking, what were
you able to do about it?

C. Influencing factors

19. What were the external factors that related to

your participation in the PON process, such as consideration
ao program priorities outside AFSC, or the status of a given
progrPm outside DoD?

20. Did these external factors Include

consideration of the trend of funding actions at HO UAF.'
* 06M, or Congress?

21. How did these external factors affect your PON
decisions?

22. Considering all of the Influencing factors that

you have identified, what are their relative importances in
terms of their Influence on your decision aking?

23. Are some of these factors significantly more

important than others?

24. What would be appropriate values (weighting
factoral) describing the relative importances of some or all
0o these factors?

25. Who were the senior decision makers that you
observed during your participation in the PON process?

26. From your point of view, what were the
pressures that influenced their decision making, and to what

extent? .'1'
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